
          
1. Preamble = top line of message <> START BELOW <>

Please copy message numbers (a.)[ 1&2 ](ex:1 & 2) 
(b.)Routine, (d.) [Call Sign] , (e.) Check of Eleven, (number of
words in the text) (f.) [Your Location]  (g.) Time filed optional,
(h.) [Todays Date]  

2. Address <> CONTINUE TO SAY THE FOLLOWING <> 
MESSAGE NO. 1 going to: N1IQI  or ____________       
MESSAGE NO. 2. going to: KW1U
  

3. Text as follows, I spell, Whiskey, Alpha, Romeo, Pa Pa, 
Sierra, November (WARPSN) Traffic, Report, Sunday, 
[Month], figure [Date] 

QNI, figure [number of check-ins ______ ] (ex: two one), 
QTC, figure two, 73 

4.  [NAME_______, CALL SIGN_______], END,....... no more.



     <> NET CONTROL OPERATOR <> S.O.P. <>
1.  List check-in’s by call sign, name, & location

2. Have those with traffic, list their traffic FIRST 

3. Call on any mobile stations SECOND , 
then call on all others. 

    REPORTING THE WARC NET MESSAGE OVER THE AIR 
QNI <> is the total number of stations checking in--counting 
net control as no.1 on the log sheet etc. 

        QTC <> is the number of messages passed for that session. 

Note: say the Underlined words.[italics text] replace with this 
weeks specific details (ex: your call sign) 



WARC Net Message General Reporting Format NUMBER 
PRECEDENCE STA. ORIGIN CHECK PLACE-ORIGIN 
TIME DATE 1, 2 ___R______ NC’s call _11__ WHITMAN 
optional JAN 1 TO: ____________ KW1U___________ 
________ WARPSN TRAFFIC REPORT SUNDAY 
JANUARY ONE QNI 21 QTC 2 . 73 . SIGNATURE <> print 
YOUR NAME & CALL SAY <> END NO MORE 
Log - sheet note worthy information <> Our net opening and 
closing as well as the log sheet with the session’s message, 
Included at the bottom of the page, is basically a simple guide 
that conforms to the accepted ARRL standard and is a good 
general guide. Anyone seeking more formal and extensive 
information can inquire through the ARRL or an experienced 
traffic handler. 

QNI <> is the total number of stations checking in--counting net 
control as no.1 on the log sheet etc. 

QTC <> is the number of messages passed for that session. As per 
the ARRL procedure, each net control station operator, when 
keeping a log of net check-in’s and messages, shall start each 
January 1st , with message number 1 No two messages for that year 
shall be assigned the same number. The reason is to be able to 
identify and recall, if necessary, a particular message, at any future 
time. Although, it is unlikely that our informal messages would be 
recalled for any reason. 


